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Richard Stöhr (1874–1967) was born Richard Stern in Vienna, in the same year as 
Arnold Schoenberg. His Jewish parents were originally from Hungary. His father, 
Samuel, was a professor of medicine at the University of Vienna, and his mother, 
Mathilde, was the sister of Heinrich Porges, one of Richard Wagner’s closest 
associates.2 Stöhr first obtained a degree in medicine from the University of Vienna, 
in 1898, but never practised professionally as a doctor and immediately entered 
the Vienna Academy of Music (now known as the University for Music and the 
Performing Arts) as a composition student of Robert Fuchs.3 At this time he also 
changed his name from Stern to Stöhr and converted to Christianity. In the annual 
summary he entered in his diary he wrote of 1898: 

This was the year the big change occurred. Herewith I have sealed the fate of my future 
life. Now I am a musician and I carry this responsibility seriously, consciously and 
without regret. At the same time came the actual change of my name to ‘Stöhr’, on 
which I had decided already in the summer. It was just the right time for this and 

1 A more complete biography of Richard Stöhr, with photos, documents, a complete list of compositions and a listening library 
of Stöhr’s music can be found at www.richardstoehr.com.
2  Porges (1837–1900) was another of the Jewish musicians with whom, paradoxically, the anti-Semitic Wagner surrounded 
himself (another was the conductor Hermann Levi, who conducted the premiere of Parsifal). Porges, born in Prague of a Jewish 
family that can trace its roots back several centuries, studied philosophy and law before turning first to music-criticism; he 
was also active as a choral conductor and composed a number of songs. He wrote extensively on Wagner. His daughter Elsa – 
Richard Stöhr’s cousin – was the librettist of Engelbert Humperdinck’s opera Königskinder (1895).
3 Fuchs (1847–1927) was perhaps Vienna’s foremost teacher of composition, as well as being an esteemed composer in his 
own right, the popularity of his five Serenades (four of them scored for strings, the fifth for small orchestra) earning him the 
nickname ‘Serenaden-Fuchs’. Fuchs’ other students included Enescu, Korngold, Mahler, Schmidt, Schreker, Sibelius, Wolf and 
Zemlinsky.
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I am glad I didn’t miss it. I am certain that in the future advantages will come from this 
for me.4

After completing his studies with Fuchs and earning a PhD in Music, in 1903, 
he immediately joined the faculty of the Academy. Soon he was teaching courses in 
theory, composition and the history of music, and coaching chamber music. Upon 
Fuchs’ retirement in 1911 Stöhr took over his most advanced courses and became a full 
professor at the Academy in 1915. That year he was called up to serve as a doctor in the 
Austrian army and, since he was serving in a hospital in the suburbs of Vienna, he was 
able to live at home and continue teaching at the Academy. 

His first book on harmony appeared in 1906,5 the year that the Piano Trio, Op. 16, 
was composed. His early success as both author and composer is indicated in the diary 
summary for 1909: 

Even more important for me6 was the success of my ‘Harmonielehre’, of which the first 
edition was already sold out in June and has therefore already appeared in the second 
edition. The reviews of this work were extremely positive from all sides. The performances 
of my compositions reached such frequency this season that some newspapers even 
commented that this was inappropriate.

Between the World Wars Stöhr continued his prolific work as composer, author and 
teacher. After the Anschluss in March 1938 Stöhr was immediately identified by Nazi 
officials as a Jew and fired from his position at the Academy of Music. In February 
1939 he emigrated to the United States. Had he not left Vienna, he probably would have 
shared the fate of his sister Hedwig, who was rounded up by the Nazis in 1941 and died 
in a transit camp in Poland in 1942. From this time until the end of his life, he used the 
alternative spelling of his name: Stoehr, just as Schönberg became Schoenberg. He was 
hired personally by Mrs Mary Curtis Bok, founder of the Curtis Institute of Music in 

4 Stöhr’s papers are held privately by his family, by St Michael’s College, Colchester, Vermont, and by the Austrian National Library 
in Vienna.
5 Praktischer Leitfaden der Harmonielehre, Universal Edition, Vienna.
6 In the previous sentence Stöhr mentions receiving his first income from the publication of a composition. 
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Philadelphia, to come to the Institute, initially as music librarian and subsequently to 
teach courses in theory and composition. Stoehr was also hired to translate part of the 
Burrell Collection of the letters of Richard Wagner.7

Curtis downsized its faculty in 1941 because of the war and Stoehr was ‘let go’ from 
his job there. He quickly found another position at St Michael’s College in Colchester, 
Vermont, where he taught German as well as music. During his years in the United 
States Stoehr continued to compose prolifically in all major classical genres except 
opera. His output as a composer includes seven symphonies, two operas, choral music, 
150 Lieder, fifteen violin sonatas and at least a dozen other major chamber works, as 
well as solo piano music.8 Although virtually all of his compositions before 1938 were 
published by major firms, including Universal Edition, none of the numerous works 
from his US years was ever published. His literary output extends to half a dozen books 
and numerous articles. During his fifty-year career as a teacher, his students numbered 
in the thousands and included Samuel Barber, Leonard Bernstein, Marlene Dietrich, 
Herbert von Karajan, Erich Leinsdorf and Rudolf Serkin. Stoehr died on 11 December 
1967 in Montpelier, Vermont, and is buried in Merrill Cemetery in Colchester.

Although the Op. 16 Trio – composed in 1905 and published in 1906 by the firm of 
Adolf Robitschek in Vienna – was performed a number of times before Stöhr was exiled 
from Austria, we are not aware of any performances after 1938, before those we, the 
musicians on this album, began to give in 2015. Likewise, the Op. 21 Lieder – probably 
composed in 1908, and published in 1909 by Schuberthaus Verlag in Leipzig – are also not 
known to have been performed after 1938 until the musicians here began performing 
them in 2017.

7  Published as Letters of Richard Wagner, The Burrell Collection, Macmillan, New York, 1950.
8 A full list of his compositions can be found at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Stöhr.
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Richard Stӧhr’s Trio, Op. 16, follows the tradition of late-Romantic piano trios 
in length, virtuosity and scope of colour, harmony and dynamics. It is in four 
movements: Allegro, Andante (Tempo di marcia), Presto and Finale.

The first movement 1  is in sonata-allegro form. The piano begins with a 
murmuring texture in 6

8 time, preparing the violin entry of the first theme, which 
begins as a hemiola: the violin entry is in three beats against the underlying pulse 
of two in the piano. The dotted quaver-semiquaver (eighth-/sixteenth-note) motif 
sounds like an incisive herald with the clarity of the repeated notes. Stӧhr repeats 
this rhythmic motif in each movement. The development section features sweeping 
passagework in the piano juxtaposed with contrapuntal elements between the 
strings. The movement concludes with a dramatic coda that foreshadows the gravity 
of what follows.

The second movement 2  is a monumental variation set, with the theme followed 
by eight very diverse variations. The theme is a foreboding march in C minor that 
features the same dotted quaver-semiquaver rhythm. In this movement it is a part of 
the melodic motif  G–F sharp–A flat–G–C. It underscores the diminished third and 
always appears on the last beat of the bar. The movement gains energy in Variation 
1 as the three instruments exchange the thematic motif. Variation 2 is contrapuntal 
in texture and features a variant of the melodic motif, now in 6

8, after the 2
4 of the 

theme and first two variations. It is followed by the scherzo-like Variation 3 where 
the melodic motif is exchanged by all instruments in a high tessitura which lends 
it an anxious quality; the accompaniment is a driving moto perpetuo. Variation 4 
is an Adagio in C major that provides respite before the Vivaccissimo of Variation 
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5, in C minor. Variation 6 is a berceuse followed by a Presto dance in C major. The 
final variation is back in C minor and quotes the original theme – only this time it is 
forte and thicker in texture and it explores the outer ranges of all the instruments. The 
dotted quaver-semiquaver figure is now diminished into a relentless dotted semiquaver/
demisemiquaver (sixteenth-/32nd-note) figure that climaxes into a dramatic Maestoso 
featuring the augmented theme in the strings above the cascading arpeggiation of the 
piano. 

The driving third movement, a scherzo in G minor 3 , is rhythmically compelling, 
with creative interplay between the instruments. Stӧhr again uses hemiola to create 
energetic tension between them: the piano begins with a pulsating 3

4 metre while the 
violin plays in 24; and several phrases later, the violin and cello contrapuntally imitate the 
theme while the piano continues that driving 34 pulse. The piano finally succumbs to the 
2
4 theme, which all three instruments treat in contrapuntal imitation. The dotted quaver-
semiquaver figure is absent until the arrestingly beautiful trio, where by appearing in the 
melody and accompaniment it acts as a unifying element – necessarily, since the pianist’s 
hands are sometimes three or four octaves apart, providing a disturbing contrast to the 
sustained sordino writing in the strings. In this slow trio Stöhr’s feeling for colour comes 
particularly to the fore, evoking a longing for a special place or memory. 

The finale, another sonata-allegro form, opens with an emotionally gripping Grave 
in E flat minor, where the dotted quaver-semiquaver figure plays an integral part. It then 
disappears until it makes a final appearance in E flat minor immediately before the coda, 
where it is marked pianissimo and ends on a half-cadence after only four bars. In the 
main body of the movement, marked Allegro grazioso and cast in E flat major, the first 
theme is playful and has a refreshingly thin texture. The second subject, in G major, is 
very lyrical and then continues to grow with intensity and passion until it erupts into a 
fughetta. The coda, marked prestissimo, uses material from the first theme and seems to 
vanish into thin air until Stӧhr’s final surprise. 
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Why Stöhr wrote these Drei Lieder für eine tiefere Stimme, mit Begleitung des 
Violoncello, Op. 21, is unknown, unless the dedication on the title page, to ‘Frl. 
Bertha Katzmayer’, provides a clue. Why Stöhr decided to score them for voice, 
piano and cello is likewise unknown; he may have had the example of Brahms’ Zwei 
Gesänge, Op. 91, in mind, where the addition of a viola turns Brahms’ two songs into 
genuine chamber music just as much as Stöhr’s cello does in these later ones. But 
since Stöhr doesn’t mention these songs in his diary summaries, all such suggestion 
is mere speculation. 

Although Stöhr's music frequently takes unexpected harmonic turns, these 
Drei Lieder, Op. 21, are never harsh or jarring; indeed, they are often beautiful 
and show real craft, imagination and attention to text-setting – and the inclusion 
of the cello allows Stöhr even more scope for word-painting than the customary 
configuration of voice and piano. Indeed, this opportunity for additional word-
painting is perhaps one too many, as the first two songs are arguably over-illustrative 
and ornate. In the first song, ‘Gebet’ (‘Prayer’) 5 , to a text by Friedrich Hebbel, the 
first instance of word-painting occurs at ‘Sterne weg’ (‘beyond the stars’), with Stöhr 
encouraging the listener’s gaze upwards by pitching this line higher than any earlier 
vocal line. Part of the way through the next phrase, Stöhr sets ‘eilig’ (‘hurrying’) 
with a new harmonic intensity and insistence. This phrase leads to the first dramatic 
climax, in the protagonist’s pleading of ‘Einmal schwenke sie noch, o Glück’ (‘Tip 
it once more, O Fortune’). To give further emphasis to this plea, Stöhr overlaps it 
with an echo in the cello. He illuminates the dropping of balm in the text of the b 
section with a cello pizzicato. At ‘Sieh, ein einziger Tropfen hängt’ (‘See, a single 

STÖHR’S THREE SONGS FOR LOW VOICE,  
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drop still hangs’), Stöhr paints this hanging by employing a descending chromatic scale. 
When the character speaks of being in unrelenting pain, the bass notes in the piano are 
uncharacteristically monotonous, and in one of the most striking and unusual of the 
harmonies in this song, Stöhr sets ‘Wonne’ (‘bliss’) with an F double sharp in the voice 
part, not doubled by the instruments. With growing and diminishing harmonic heat 
enhanced by the sweeping cello lines, Stöhr skilfully intertwines text and music.

In ‘Ward der Abend regenmüd’ 6 , to a text by Toni Mark, the protagonist’s weariness 
of the rain is portrayed by the relatively static piano introduction and by the extended 
length on the first word in the melody. Similarly, the voice part in the second line, ‘Wie 
von einem dunklen Flor’ (‘like a dusky bloom’), strives unsuccessfully to escape the 
monotony but seems unable to leave the E natural. With the voice an illustrative tritone 
away from the bass in the piano, Stöhr sets ‘Schwere’ (‘Heavy’), additionally emphasising 
this heaviness with a return to the slightly slower initial tempo and a far less active right 
hand in the piano. Stöhr likewise underscores ‘Blumen neigen’ (‘flowers droop’) with an 
unexpected leading tone in the voice and a climbing melody in the cello. With staccato 
figures, the voice and both instruments share in illuminating the ‘Tropfen’ (‘Drops’). The 
second time that the protagonist describes walking out into the rain, Stöhr indicates a 
momentary sanctuary and acceptance with a new chorale figure in the piano. This sense 
of acceptance is short-lived, as the last line of the melody is devoid of melodic contour 
and hangs, like the cello, by ending on the dominant and remaining unresolved.

The third song 7  is perhaps the most melodically fluid and organically constructed, 
as though Stöhr trusts Goethe more than the other poets to stand on his own merits 
(although he made a couple of changes to the original text that we have adduced in 
the footnotes, and two minor changes to the punctuation, perhaps by inattention, that 
we have passed over in silence). The composition seems less Baroque, favouring larger 
melodic arcs than the sometimes fussy text-painting of the first two Lieder. It begins with 
a beautiful, sorrowful arching melody in the cello. The voice interrupts with a higher 
tessitura at ‘du gar nicht da’ (‘and are now completely gone’), and again with a pitiful 
outburst at ‘Doch du siehst’ (‘But you see’). Stöhr clears the air with a thinner texture 
and a more peaceful piano part at ‘zeugest mir das ich geliebt bin’ (‘you show me that I 

am loved’). The piece resolves through an enormous building of tension to ‘Überselig 
ist die Nacht!’ (‘the night is exceedingly blessed!’). Having reached a resolution, Stöhr 
concludes the piece with a glorious extended postlude where the cello returns to its 
melody, this time in a redeeming major key.

Violinist Laura Roelofs has enjoyed an 
exceptionally wide-ranging career as a chamber 
musician, a principal player in symphony and 
opera orchestras and as a passionate and committed 
teacher. She holds performance degrees from 
Boston University, where she studied with Roman 
Totenberg, and from the Catholic University 
of America, where she studied with Robert 
Gerle.  She is currently Assistant Concertmaster 
of the Michigan Opera Theatre Orchestra and 
director of the string performance area at Wayne 
State University in Detroit. She appears frequently 
in solo and chamber music recitals in venues 
throughout the USA.

Laura Roelofs served for fourteen seasons 
as Assistant Concertmaster of the Richmond 
Symphony Orchestra. While in Richmond she 
became a founding member of the Oberon String 
Quartet, which held a multi-year residency 
at Virginia Commonwealth University and 
subsequently created a unique pre-college 
residency programme at St Catherine’s and St Christopher’s Schools. She appeared regularly as 
violinist/violist with the contemporary-music ensemble Currents, with which she performed 
in the mid-Atlantic region and in New York. 
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In 1991–92 she served as Artist-Teacher of Violin at Georgia State University in Atlanta; 
during that time she also  toured Georgia and the Southeast as a member of the Atlanta 
Chamber Players.  She has appeared as soloist with a number of orchestras, including the 
Baltimore Symphony and the Richmond Symphony. She has recorded on the Naxos, Klavier 
and Living Music labels, and as a back-up artist on the Bruce Hornsby album Harbor Lights.

Stefan Koch is a native of York, Pennsylvania, and received 
his musical training at Temple University in Philadelphia, 
where he studied with Hirofumi Kanno and Orlando 
Cole. He also has a Master’s Degree in Philosophy from 
the University of Michigan. He formerly held positions as 
a national buyer of both books and CDs for Borders Books 
and Music. Returning to full-time performing in 2001, 
Stefan Koch became a member of the Lansing Symphony 
and is a frequent performer with the Kalamazoo Symphony, 
West Michigan Symphony, Toledo Symphony, Michigan 
Opera Theatre and Grand Rapids Symphony orchestras. 
In 2004, 2006 and 2007 he toured the USA and Canada 
with the Carl Rosa Opera Company and since 2007 has 
been spending his summers at the Utah Festival Opera 
in Logan, Utah. In 2012 he undertook a series of recitals 
presenting the first US performances of the music for 
cello and piano by Richard Stöhr, the fruits of which, with 
the pianist Robert Conway, were released on a Toccata 
Classics album (tocc 0210) in August 2014. Outside of the 
classical realm, he has also performed with Sarah Brightman, Anne Murray, Barbara Cook, 
Dionne Warwick and Burt Bacharach, Steve Lawrence and Eydie Gorme, Garrison Keillor, 
Dave Brubeck, The Boys’ Choir of Harlem, Mannheim Steamroller, Bernadette Peters, Amy 
Grant, the Von Trapp Family, Doc Severinsen, Earth Wind & Fire and Julius ‘Dr. J.’ Erving. 
He has also contributed music to the Showtime television movie The Staircase Murders (2007) 
and the French horror film House of Voices (2005) and also appeared in a Toyota Highlander 
television commercial. He is a long-time resident of Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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Mary Siciliano has a multi-faceted career. She 
was on the piano faculty at Oakland University 
in Rochester, Michigan, where she taught applied 
piano, piano ensemble and chamber music and 
co-ordinated the piano-pedagogy programme. She 
also taught piano-pedagogy classes at the University 
of Michigan, Madonna University and Schoolcraft 
College, both in Livonia, Michigan. She currently 
has a successful private studio and gives pedagogy 
workshops throughout the country, recently 
teaching at the Interlochen Adult Education 
Seminar. Her students have distinguished themselves 
in many prestigious competitions, among them 
the Music Teachers National Association national 
finals, the Piano Arts International Competition, 
the Dubois Competition in Ohio and the Cooper 
Competition in Oberlin, Ohio.

Mary Siciliano performs throughout the 
United States, Canada and France, and has been 
broadcast on CBC and a number of other US stations. She has collaborated on several albums 
that have received very positive reviews: chamber music by Jacques de la Presle (Polymnie), 
complete music for cello and piano by Pierre de Bréville (C&P Award Audio), chamber music 
by Fernand de la Tombelle (Ciar) and chamber music by Ignatz Waghalter (DWG Music).

She received her Masters in Piano Performance from the University of Michigan, where 
she was awarded the Joseph Brinkman Award for outstanding performance. Her former 
teachers include Eugene Bossart, Marian Owen and David Renner. She has been honoured by 
the Michigan Music Teachers Association and the Michigan Youth Arts Festival for excellence 
in teaching.
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The bass-baritone Seth Keeton has performed on 
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Opera, Fort Worth Opera, Central City Opera, 
Arizona Opera, Indianapolis Opera, Austin Lyric 
Opera, Opera Omaha,  Chautauqua Opera and Mill 
City Summer Opera, as well as in the Theater Bremen 
in Germany. A reviewer for The New York Times 
described one of his performances as ‘driven’ and 
‘emotionally pointed’. 

As an oratorio singer, he has appeared in 
concert as the bass soloist in Mozart’s  Requiem, 
Verdi’s  Requiem, Brahms’ Ein Deutsches Requiem, 
Bach’s Magnificat and St Matthew and St John Passions, 
Haydn’s Creation and Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. 
In 2006 he was a national finalist in the Metropolitan 
Opera National Council Auditions and has received 
awards from the Sullivan Foundation and the Eleanor 
McCollum Competition.

In art-song and in recital, he delights in devising 
unusual recitals for himself and his students. He has 
presented musical experiences in interesting settings, such as an outdoor recital celebrating 
and involving animals, and an evening of British song in the University of Utah Museum of 
Fine Arts during a visiting exhibition of British landscape paintings. His recitals are tightly 
knit, presenting pieces in unusual combinations and often including rarely performed works. 
As a scholar he is working to create an online song index intended to make it easy to find 
forgotten repertoire. This index will become an essential reference, helping singers and pianists 
find forgotten song repertoire as well as discover new vocal works.

Seth Keeton received his Doctorate of Musical Arts in Vocal Performance from the 
University of Minnesota and is an Assistant Professor of Voice at the University of Utah School 
of Music. He lives in Salt Lake City with his wife, Angie, and son, Miles.

5  1. Gebet
Friedrich Hebbel, Mutter und Kind, 1857

Die du, über die Sterne weg 
Mit der geleerten Schale 
Aufschwebst, um sie am ew’gen Born 
Eilig wieder zu füllen:
Einmal schwenke sie noch, o Glück,
Einmal lächelnde Göttin!
Sieh, ein einziger Tropfen hängt 
Noch verloren am Rande
Und der einzige Tropfen genügt, 
Eine himmlische Seele
die hier unten in Schmerz erstarrt, 
wieder in Wonne zu lösen.
Ach! sie weint dir süßeren Dank 
Als die anderen alle,
Die du glücklich und reich gemacht;
Lass ihn fallen, den Tropfen!
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Three Songs for Low Voice, with Cello Accompaniment, Op. 21
Texts and Translations

5  1. Gebet
Friedrich Hebbel, Mutter und Kind, 1857

Die du, über die Sterne weg 
Mit der geleerten Schale 
Aufschwebst, um sie am ew’gen Born 
Eilig wieder zu füllen:
Einmal schwenke sie noch, o Glück,
Einmal lächelnde Göttin!
Sieh, ein einziger Tropfen hängt 
Noch verloren am Rande
Und der einzige Tropfen genügt, 
Eine himmlische Seele
die hier unten in Schmerz erstarrt, 
wieder in Wonne zu lösen.
Ach! sie weint dir süßeren Dank 
Als die anderen alle,
Die du glücklich und reich gemacht;
Lass ihn fallen, den Tropfen!

Prayer

You, who soar beyond the stars
with emptied cup,
swiftly to the eternal spring to replenish it,
Tip it once more, oh Fortune,
Once more, smiling Goddess!
See, a single drop still hangs 
forlorn on the rim!
And that single drop will suffice for one  
  heavenly soul
that here below, paralysed with pain,
may once again be blissfully released.
Ah, she will thank you more sweetly  
  than all the others,
who you made rich and happy;
Allow that final drop to fall!

6  2. Ward der Abend regenmüd
Toni Mark (source unknown)

Ward der Aben regenmüd, bin ich ausgegangen.
Wie von einem dunklen Flor war die  
  Welt verhangen.
Unterm Fuss der nasse Grund wiegte  
  auf und nieder,
regentropfentrunken senkt sich im  
  Busch der Flieder.

The evening was tired from rain

The evening was tired from rain, and I went out.
Like a dusky bloom, the world became dull.
Under the weight of my foot, the wet ground  
  sank and returned,
the lilac bush sagged, drunk with raindrops.
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Schwere, feuchte, schwüle Luft macht die 
  Blumen neigen,
Tropfen fallen dann und wann störend in  
  das Schweigen.
Ward der Abend regenmüd, bin ich 
  ausgegangen,
wie der Himmel war mein  
  Herz wolkenschwer verhangen.

Heavy, damp, humid air makes the  
  flowers droop,
Drops fell off and on, disturbing the silence.
The evening was tired from rain, and I went out.
It was as if heavy clouds hung in my heart  
  as they hang in the sky.

7  3. Dem aufgehenden Vollmonde
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Dornburg, 
August 1828, sent to Marianne von Willemer, 
Nachgelassene Werke, 1833

Willst du mich so bald1 verlassen?
Warst im Augenblick so nah!
Dich umfinstern Wolkenmassen
Und nun bist du gar nicht da.

Doch du siehst,2 wie ich betrübt bin,
Blickt dein Rand herauf als Stern,
Zeugest mir, dass ich geliebt bin,
Sei das Liebchen noch so fern.

So, hinan dann! hell und heller,
Reiner Bahn in voller Pracht. 
Schlägt mein Herz auch schmerzlich schneller.
Überselig ist die Nacht!

1  ‘sogleich’ in original: Stöhr’s change.
2 ‘fühlst’ in original: Stöhr’s change.

To the rising full moon

Do you wish to leave me so soon?
You were so near a moment ago!
You were shrouded by masses of clouds
and are now completely gone.

But you see how distressed I am,
your rim shines like a star,
you show me that I am loved,
Though you, my love, are still so far.

So rise then, brighter and brighter,
on a clear course in full splendour.
My heart beats increasingly and painfully faster.
The night is exceedingly blessed!

English translations by Seth Keeton
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My heart beats increasingly and painfully faster.
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